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Design of a Virtual Human Presenter
Abstract
We created a virtual human presenter based on extensions to the JackTM animated agent system. Inputs to the
presenter system are in the form of speech texts with embedded commands, most of which relate to the virtual
presenter's body language. The system then makes him act as a presenter with presentation skills in real-time
3D animation synchronized with speech outputs. He can make presentations with virtual visual aids, with
virtual 3D environments, or even on the WWW.
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In our society, people make presentations to inform, teach, motivate, and persuade
others. Appropriate gestures effectively enhance the
expressiveness and believability of such presentations.
Likewise, a virtual human agent who adequately per-
forms gestures during presentations can inform us
effectively and serve as an interface agent mediating
communication between user and computer.
Although Cassell et al.1 animated multiple conver-
sational agents with facial expressions, gestures, and
spoken intonations in a rule-based fashion, their ani-
mation generation wasn’t in real time. Moreover, the
researchers didn’t provide appropriate tools for using
such gesticulating agents. On the other hand, several
examples of presentations by lifelike agents have been
reported in the literature. Thalmann and Kalra,2 for
example, produced some sequences of a virtual actor
performing as a television presenter, but their work
mostly appears to have been created manually. André
et al.3 developed a presentation agent system for the
World Wide Web, but their work focused mainly on
automated planning of presentation scripts on an out-
line level. Additionally, they drew the agent in a 2D
cartoon style. The problems of generating gestures
from presentation scenarios and of developing tools
for gesticulated presentation by virtual humans thus
remain relatively unexplored, particularly for 3D
human body models.
In this article, we present a virtual human presenter
system4,5 that we developed on the Jack animated-agent
system, which was developed at the Center for Human
Modeling and Simulation at the University of Pennsyl-
vania.6 Jack provides a 3D graphical environment for
controlling articulated figures, including detailed
human models.
Requirements
We designed the presenter system to satisfy the fol-
lowing requirements:
 Natural motion with presentation skills. To build cred-
ibility with users, the virtual presenter’s motion should
look as natural as possible. In addition, presentation
skills, particularly nonverbal skills, should be modeled
in the presenter system so that presentation/interface
designers can make effective presentations easily.
 Real-time motion generation synchronized with speech.
For example, if the virtual presenter acts as a person-
alized weatherman, he should report a weather fore-
cast to users as soon as possible.7 If he acts as an
interface agent in an interactive system, he should
react immediately depending on a user’s input. The
virtual presenter’s motion generation should thus be
in real time, preferably synchronized with speech.
 Proper inputs for representing presentation scenarios.
The form of inputs to the virtual
presenter should enable us to rep-
resent presentation scenarios
without a detailed movement
description. The input form
should offer controllability of the
presentation agent and, at the
same time, take advantage of
motor action, such as locomotion.
 Widespread system applicability.
Despite rapidly growing expecta-
tions for animated lifelike inter-
face agents like our presenter, the
agents aren’t yet widely used for
practical or business applications.
Limited use results mainly
because such agents are not sufﬁciently supported in
current animation/interface systems. For example,
programmers lack proper tools for developing appli-
cations with such animated lifelike agents.
To satisfy these requirements, we designed our pre-
senter system as follows: The system accepts system
inputs as text with embedded commands, most of which
relate to the presenter’s gestural motions. The system
then makes the presenter speak the text in synchro-
nization with his actions. He can perform various ges-
tures with presentation skills based on published
convention for gestures, presentations, and public
speaking. In terms of applicability, our presentation sys-
tem also serves as a programming toolkit for interface
agents and a presentation system for the Web.
As currently implemented, the presenter system sup-
ports two presentation styles: presentation with 2D
visual aids and presentation with 3D environments.
With 2D visual aids, a virtual human agent acts as a pre-
senter with a prop that looks like a blackboard or ﬂip
We created a virtual human
presenter who accepts
speech texts with embedded
commands as inputs. The
presenter acts in real-time
3D animation synchronized
with speech.
chart. We call it a virtual board: It can display arbitrary
images, texts, charts, and maps. The board size is arbi-
trary, but the typical size we use is 1.5 to 2 meters square.
This size typiﬁes that of real visual aids used in meet-
ings and of weather maps in TV weather reports. 
In a presentation with 3D environments, an agent can
walk around and refer to objects in the room by gestur-
ing and pointing. Typical objects might be tables, chairs,
doors, and pictures on the wall.
Input texts
Suppose that a virtual human agent gives a presen-
tation with the speech shown in Figure 1. Commands,
embedded in the text, animate the presentation. Figure
2 shows a sample of command-embedded text, which
would be a system input. A command is preceded by a
backslash, and depending on its type, is additionally fol-
lowed by arguments enclosed in braces.
Our current presenter implementation features two
types of commands: board and various gesture com-
mands. The board command \board{}applies to visu-
al-aid presentations and speciﬁes a virtual board with
two arguments. It means that the system must change
the board’s current texture to the image ﬁle speciﬁed by
the ﬁrst argument. The second argument is the name of
a Virtual Board Mapping (VBM) ﬁle, which maps from
position names to normalized x,y-coordinates on an
image for the virtual board. 
The other commands in Figure 2 are gesture com-
mands. \point_idxf{}, \point_back{}, and
\point_move{} represent pointing gestures and make
the agent point at the positions speciﬁed as arguments.
(The gesture command \point_idxf{} tells the pre-
senter to point his or her index ﬁnger.) If several argu-
ments are given, the presenter points to each in
sequence. \gest_givetake, \gest_reject, and
\gest_warn specify simple arm-hand gestures and
thus take no arguments. We describe these gestures later.
The position of commands in the input texts represent
the synchronization of body motion and speech. Basically,
a command speciﬁes a motion to coincide with the utter-
ance of a word following the command in the inputs.
Two questions help us evaluate the adquacy of these
system inputs. First, are the annotated speech texts
appropriate for representing presentation scenarios?
Presentation proceeds in parallel with spoken words in
speech texts, and the major message is delivered ver-
bally. This is obvious from terms like “visual aids” and
“nonverbal communication.” Speech texts can thus be a
temporal axis for presentation scenarios. In addition,
human presenters are advised to insert easily read indi-
cators to coordinate the manuscript in slides, events, or
times.8 On the basis of these facts, our inputs are appro-
priate for the virtual presenter.
The second, more crucial question is: Are the speech
texts at an appropriate level of abstraction for an “intel-
ligent” presenter? Perhaps more abstract data—for
example, weather/temperature tables for weather
reports—would be more desirable for inputs to the pre-
senter. But appropriate styles of speech texts vary
depending on applications, as do the requirements for
text generators. 
For example, speech texts for academic paper pre-
sentation are completely different from those for weath-
er reports. Compared with speech texts, however,
nonverbal presentation skills are much more applica-
tion-independent. We thus designed our input form so
that our virtual human presenter can be a common tool
for the application-independent nonverbal gestures,
whereas application-dependent speech text generation
should be done by preprocessing.
Furthermore, our input form is also appropriate for
automatic gesture selection, in which the presenter
automatically selects gestures and performs them with
the utterance. Our solution detects the presence of the
corresponding concepts in the raw (unmarked) text
stream and automatically inserts gesture commands
solely on the basis of words used.
Gesticulation for presentation
A virtual human presenter requires such skills as arm,
hand, and head gestures. To prepare a set of gesture
commands, we collected gestural vocabularies from two
sources: psychological literature on gestures and popu-
lar books on presentation and public speaking.
In either source, we recognize that our gesticulation
approach has its limitations. The interpretation might
be both culturally oriented and individually biased;
personality and social context may constrict or amplify
the motions. But in general, we seek to set a baseline of
gesticulatory behavior that we can then parameterize
and modify by other means.
We implemented the gestures described here as com-
mands. The presenter performs the corresponding ges-
tures at the inserted commands’ positions in the input
texts.
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In the current system, we support simple gestures, for
example, giving and taking, rejecting, and warning. In
addition to these simple gestures, various pointing
gestures are prepared. If a pointed site is unreachable,
I will walk to and point at it spontaneously.
The application area of the presenter is potentially so
vast. For example, I can be a weather reporter.
Hurricane Bertha is now to the east of Florida
peninsula. It is now going north. New York and
Philadelphia may be hit directly. Take care.
\board{gesturepanel.gif, gesturepanel.vbm} In the
current system, we support simple gestures, for
example, \gest_givtake giving and taking, \gest_reject
rejecting, and \gest_warn warning. In addition to 
\point_idxf{givetake, reject, warn} these simple
gestures, \point_idxf{point} various pointing gestures
are prepared. If a pointed site is \gest_givetake
unreachable, I will walk to and \point_idxf{far} point at it
spontaneously.
The application area of the presenter is potentially so
vast. For example, I can be a weather reporter.
\board{berthapanel.gif, berthapanel.vbm}
\point_idxf{bertha} Hurricane Bertha is now to the east
of  \point_back{florida} Florida peninsula. It is now
going \point_move{bertha, north} north.
\point_idxf{newyork, philadelphia} New York and
Philadelphia may be hit directly. \gest_warn Take care.
1 A sample
speech text.
2 A sample
input to the
virtual presen-
ter.
Gesticulation: psychological perspective
Delsarte described a set of stereotypical arm, hand,
and head gestures.9 For arm gestures, different inclina-
tions indicate different degrees of afﬁrmation—from 0
(straight down) to 45 degrees indicates neutral, timid,
and cold; from 45 to 90 degrees, expansive and warm;
and from 90 to 180 degrees, enthusiastic. We imple-
mented this series of arm gestures as a representative
(metaphorical) mapping from afﬁrmation concepts to
gestures such that the presenter can correlate them with
the degrees of afﬁrmation in a speech.
For hand gestures, a small set of hand gestures corre-
late with grasping, indicating, pointing, and reaching.
We implemented all these gestures. The presenter can
perform them with either the left or right hand, with
preference for the right hand under default circum-
stances.
For head gestures, Delsarte gave nine head positions,
or attitudes, combined with different eye expressions
or movements. We also implemented these gestures,
which help express abstract concepts.
Gesticulation: practical perspective
We also collected gestural vocabularies from books
on presentation and public speaking. For instance, we
implemented four traditional speech gestures men-
tioned by Rozakis10: giving and taking, rejecting, warn-
ing, and pointing. In the giving-and-taking gesture, the
hand is placed out with the palm turned upward.
Pointing gestures make quick visual references to visu-
al aids and interesting objects being presented. From
pointing examples in real-world presentations, we mod-
eled and implemented four types of pointing gestures:
\point_idxf{}, \point_back{},\point_down{},
and \point_move{}.To avoid crossing the arm over the
body and to keep the body posture open, our presenter
uses the hand nearer to the pointed location.11
If the presenter cannot easily point to the next refer-
enced location from the current body position, he is
designed to move before his speech reaches the pointing
command in the input text. Such anticipation gives more
realism to the virtual human’s presentation. Locomo-
tion itself, which we discuss later, makes for more active
staging, which is more interesting to watch.12
If the presenter needs to move, choosing the left or
right hand for the next pointing gesture is also impor-
tant. Particularly for presentation with visual aids, the
hand choice determines the extent of the visual aid
(virtual board) blocked to the audience’s view.8,11 The
hand for pointing is thus determined by a heuristic that
minimizes both visual aid occlusion and the distance
from the current body position to the next one.
Other presentation skills
We modeled other presentation skills in our virtual
presenter, based on guidelines taken from books on pre-
sentation and public speaking, as follows.
Posture. Posture is a highly visual presentation ele-
ment. Presenters should stand up straight with both feet
slightly apart and ﬁrmly planted on the ﬂoor.11,12 Even
for real human presenters, arms and hands are difﬁcult
to position when not in use. Brody advises us to let our
arms hang down naturally at our sides;11 our virtual pre-
senter follows these rules by default. Presenters’ shoul-
ders should be oriented to the audience,11 which is
interpreted as the viewpoint (virtual camera). For quick-
ly pointing to visual aids and other objects, our system
allows the presenter to angle slightly away from the
audience. These neutral and slanted body orientations
can be manually specified by the posture commands
\posture_neutral and \posture_slant.
Eye contact. Many authors emphasize the importance
of eye contact with the audience.8,10-12 In real public pre-
sentation, presenters should vary the person at whom
they look.11 Our virtual presenter, however, is designed
to talk to a ﬁxed viewpoint (the TV camera), which means
that he talks to each person in the audience directly, eye
to eye. Although eye contact is important, the presenter
must not constantly look at the audience. When pointing
to a location on visual aids or to other objects, the pre-
senter should glance at those to direct the audience’s
attention.13 After pointing, he needs to look back imme-
diately at the audience and then maintain eye contact.
Except for these “meaningful” gestures and motions,
our virtual presenter will move as little as possible so
that meaningless motions don’t draw attention to them-
selves. A more detailed discussion on presentation skills
appear in the literature.4
Presenter control
A set of Parallel Transition Networks (PaT-Nets)1 con-
trols the virtual presenter. These networks work from
parsing input texts to animating individual joints in an
integrated fashion.
Control via PaT-Nets
The PaT-Nets simultaneously execute finite-state
automata. Every clock tick, the networks call for action
and conditionally make state transitions. In our PaT-
Nets, a single net can have multiple states at the same
time to represent simple parallel execution of actions,
and it can send/receive messages to/from other nets.
As currently implemented, 12 PaT-Nets run in paral-
lel in our virtual presenter to animate a single agent.
Two ArmNets and two HandNets are used to control the
right and left arms and hands individually. Figure 3
shows the nets’ structure. Each arrow represents mes-
sage passing between the nets.
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SpeakNet GestureNet
WalkNet SitNet HeadNet ArmNet(R/L) HandNet(R/L)
FaceNetSeeNet
Figure 3. The
PaT-Nets struc-
ture in the
virtual
presenter.
PaT-Nets as body parts
In most cases, animated agents should perform vari-
ous types of motions, and the transitions between
motions should be smooth. A simple approach for
smoothness is to have the virtual presenter begin and
end every motion in the same standard posture. While
this approach offers smooth continuous transitions,
beginning and ending each motion in the same still pos-
ture is unnatural. 
An awkward, combinationally expensive approach is
to define transitions between every pair of possible
motions. New York University’s Improv project14 uses a
technique called motion blending to automatically gen-
erate smooth transitions between isolated motions. This
approach surely succeeds in avoiding the presenter’s
return to a required “neutral” pose, but it does not nec-
essarily guarantee natural and rational transitions. 
Rose et al.15 use a combination of spacetime con-
straints and inverse kinematic constraints to generate
dynamically plausible transitions between motion seg-
ments. The approach requires a very fast recursive
dynamics formulation, which makes it impossible to use
spacetime constraints on systems with many degrees of
freedom, such as human ﬁgures.
To solve the motion-blending problem, we assigned
groups of body parts to individual PaT-Nets: WalkNet,
SitNet, SeeNet, FaceNet, ArmNet, HandNet, and
SpeakNet. These lower level nets in the PaT-Net hierar-
chy (Figure 3) assign joint angles to their own body
parts, depending on the messages sent from the higher
level nets such as STParser and GestureNet. For exam-
ple, an ArmNet manages clavicle, shoulder, elbow, and
wrist joints of a single arm. To move the arm, the high-
er level nets have only to send message parameters to
the ArmNet. The ArmNet moves the joints depending
on messages such as “pointing at a particular position
on a virtual board” (via inverse kinematics) or “taking a
particular arm posture.” Since the higher level motion
generators (for example, STParser) aren’t involved in
directly assigning joint angles, the motion coordination
of all the body parts is localized in each body part PaT-
Net. Each net can then use simple interpolations to
ensure continuity.
Parsing on a PaT-Net
As stated earlier, PaT-Nets are ﬁnite automata. Treat-
ing commands and lists of words in the input texts as
tokens, we parse the inputs by the highest-level PaT-Net
(called STParser in Figure 3) and make it control the
other PaT-Nets.
The whole STParser has 66 nodes and makes transi-
tions depending on the input tokens. It can parse the
inputs sequentially in real time. The output animation
throughput is independent of the input length.
Locomotion
Researchers have studied numerous approaches to
animating human locomotion, most of which generate
forward locomotion along straight or curved paths, such
as that described by Bruderlin.16 But presenters often
need to step laterally or backward, and a more broadly
capable locomotion engine is thus desirable for our vir-
tual presenter.
Ko and Cremer17 proposed the VRLoco locomotion
engine, which has five locomotion modes—walking,
running, lateral stepping, turning around, and back-
ward stepping—and can make smooth transitions
between these locomotion modes. But their engine
wasn’t applicable to our system for two reasons: It
requires streams of body center positions and facing
directions as inputs; and continuous locomotion in
VRLoco isn’t appropriate for locomotion in presenta-
tion, which is normally within a few steps.
We thus developed yet another locomotion engine,
whose distinctive feature covers forward, lateral, and
backward stepping and turning around in a uniﬁed fash-
ion. Locomotion is generally considered a sequence of
steps. In a step, the ﬁnal arrangement of a swing foot
can be represented by a triplet (θstance, θswing, d), as Fig-
ure 4 shows. Variations in (θstance, θswing, d) lead to vari-
ations in locomotion types. To animate a step for an
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θstance
θswing
d
Stance foot
Swing foot
(final position)
4 Representa-
tion of a step.
5 Presentation
with visual aids.
arbitrary (θstance, θswing, d), we ﬁrst obtain the joint angles
for the ﬁnal frame of the step by interpolating samples
prepared in advance. We then generate in-between
frames by interpolating between the current/starting
and ﬁnal frames in the step.
To generate a sequence of steps, we choose the (θstance,
θswing, d) among the possible steps in θstance, θswing, d-space
so that the virtual presenter’s body approaches the goal
as much as possible. For the step to be deﬁnite, the fol-
lowing rules determine the next step:
1. If the next swing foot can be placed on the goal
position (and preferably in the goal direction),
then do so.
2. Otherwise, if the next swing foot is not in the direc-
tion of the goal body position, then change the
direction into it as much as possible, and if still per-
mitted, move the body center to the goal body posi-
tion as much as possible.
3. Otherwise, move the body center to the goal body
position as much as possible.
We modeled the above rules in a PaT-Net called
WalkNet. It has eight nodes, each of which corresponds
to a single step. Continuous transitions on the WalkNet
thus generate continuous steps integrating various types
of locomotion.
For presentation with 3D environments, the WalkNet
has a list of objects for the presenter to avoid during loco-
motion. The net makes the presenter walk in a way that
avoids these obstacles.
Implementation and results
We implemented our presenter system on an SGI
Onyx/RealityEngine. The system animates an articu-
lated human figure model in Jack. By inputting the
speech texts with commands such as those in Figure 2,
the system can generate presentation animations in real
time (30 frames per second). Exceptions include time-
consuming operations such as changing an image on
the virtual board.
For voice output, we used an Entropic Research Lab-
oratory’s TrueTalk TTS (Text-To-Speech) system run-
ning on an SGI Indigo2. A PaT-Net called SpeakNet
controls the TrueTalk via a TCP/IP socket. The
SpeakNet also mimics the mouth motion by moving
the jaw joint randomly during the presenter’s speech.
The synchronization between animation output and
voice output was satisfactory, though it could be
improved easily by applying known lip movement
techniques.18
Our experiments show three uses of our virtual pre-
senter: First, it works as yet another presentation sys-
tem. While conventional presentation systems, such as
Microsoft’s PowerPoint, display only (mostly 2D) pre-
sentation materials as visual aids, our system can make
explanations by itself with visual aids, as Figure 5 shows.
Furthermore, in 3D environment presentations, the vir-
tual human walks around the 3D virtual worlds, as Fig-
ure 6 shows.
Second, the system can serve as a programming tool-
kit for an animated interface agent. In addition to ﬁle
inputs, our virtual presenter can be controlled by inputs
via a TCP/IP socket. Controlling the presenter is simple.
For example, Figure 7 shows a template for a menu-based
interactive system with the virtual human presenter. It
works as a client program of our presenter system. In this
program, the function jvp_sendstrwait() sends a
string of command-embedded speech texts to the pre-
senter and waits for it to be fully performed by the vir-
tual human. Even for inputs via socket, the system
generated the agent’s performance in real time. Pro-
grammers are thus freed from manipulating the virtual
human body itself and can concentrate on scenario con-
trol with speech text generation and gesture speciﬁca-
tion. In fact, as part of this work we implemented a
menu-based interactive weather reporter. The client
controlled the virtual presenter interactively.
Third, the system can be a Web application. URLs are
valid arguments for the board command \board{}.
The system can thus obtain image and VBM ﬁles from
Web servers. To use our system with the Web, adminis-
trators of Web servers must register a media type for the
presenter on their servers, and users must register the
same media type on their browsers. These settings on
both sides enable our system to handle its ﬁles appro-
priately on the Web. Presentation by a virtual human
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with 3D envi-
ronments.
main()
{
…
choice = getchoicefrommenu();
/*  returns a user’s choice on the menu */
while(choice  != quit)  {
switch(choice)  {
case choice1:
processing for choice1;
jvp_sendstrwait(speechtext_for_choice1, fp);
/*  speechtext_for_choice1 is an input text 
for choice1  */
/* fp is a FILE pointer for the TCP/IP socket  */
break;
case choice2:
processing for choice2;
jvp_sendstrwait(speechtext_for_choice2, fp);
break;
…
}
choice = getchoicefrommenu();
}
…
}
7 Template for
a menu-based
interactive
system.
agent then starts by clicking a link to our input speech
ﬁle anywhere on the Web, as Figure 8 shows.
At present, 3D environments are implicitly expressed
as ﬁgures in Jack6 and thus inapplicable to the Web, as
the Web currently permits only visual-aid presentations.
In the near future, however, changing the environment
descriptions to VRML would allow 3D-environment pre-
sentations on the Web. For sample Web movies of our
virtual human presenter, see http://www.pluto.ai
.kyutech.ac.jp/~noma/vpre-e.html.
Discussion
Several design issues, including areas for future work,
deserve comment.
2D versus 3D animation
An alternative design of our presenter would use
sequences of 2D video images such as video widgets and
video actors.19 In such 2D animation, however, individ-
ual images must be prepared per body posture and per
viewpoint, thus more images are required as presenta-
tions and human motions become more complex. On
the other hand, in 3D animation, images for any body
posture and viewpoint can be rendered once a 3D body
model is given. 3D animation thus offers superior ﬂex-
ibility, generalized control, and future compatibility
with VRML. The advantages increase as applications
and computer platforms improve.
Synchronization of nonverbal movements 
Most current animated characters including ours are
incapable of synchronizing nonverbal movements with
speech at the level of individual words or syllables. This
capability is indispensable to support many features of
human speech, such as the use of gestures, head nods,
and eye gaze for emphasizing words.1 To generate such
lively gestures, our system should support the synchro-
nization of motion and speech at the level of words or
syllables in the near future.
Digitally coded video comparison
A typical approach for making presentations on the
Web is transferring and replaying digitally coded video
ﬁles such as MPEG, AVI, and QuickTime. Compared with
using these compressed video ﬁles, our presenter sys-
tem requires much less data transfer, since it needs only
speech texts and image ﬁles for the virtual board.
At the same time, our approach has flexibility and
extensibility. Systems using compressed videos replay
animations just as their producers expected. In our sys-
tem, the speech texts are transformed into presentation
animation determined by local computers on the view-
ers’ side. In this sense, our system is a ﬁrst step to the
“smart TV” that Negroponte predicted.7
Position mapping
In visual aid presentations on our system, the VBM
file maps position names, specified as arguments of
pointing commands, to the image coordinate. Users
must thus prepare VBM ﬁles per image in advance.
A straightforward way to simplify VBM ﬁle prepara-
tion would be through an interactive tool that lets users
specify positions and their names, and then output VBM
ﬁles. In addition, for routinely supplied images on Web
servers (such as weather maps), VBM ﬁles can often be
reused for images of the same scale.
A more challenging solution would be automatically
identifying interesting and/or important features on the
image, possibly through XML tags. We’ve left this for
future work.
Conclusions
Viewing our system as a specialized animation sys-
tem, command-embedded speech text is its animation
language. It has no explicit timing information, which
often appears in conventional animation languages.
Our virtual presenter system still has much room for
improvement: To enhance the presenter’s believability,
it would be desirable to synchronize the lip movement
with the voice and to improve prosody control. Com-
pared to the state of the art, such features are not now
perfectly realized. Generated motions should also be
smoother and more natural.20 In addition, automatic
insertion of gesture-commands into the text offers an
interesting issue for the gesture selection problem.
Our virtual human presenter has many potential
applications. For example, the agent can make sales pre-
sentations depending on consumers’ preferences. Such
applications may have a great impact on merchandise
marketing. For such purposes, the TCP/IP socket inter-
face as well as the applicability to the Web will prove of
considerable use. 
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on the Web.
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